Research funding pathways

Click on the names for more information on the individual funding instruments.

* Career funding scheme; includes (partly) the applicant's own salary

+ Monobeneficiary ERC Grants & MSCA Fellowships:
  Researchers at Swiss host

(Bars represent eligibility-windows)

- SNSF
- EU
- SNSF/Innosuisse
- UZH

EU Collaborative Projects in Horizon Europe

ERC Synergy Grant

SNSF

Sinergia

Projects

ERC Consolidator Grant*

ERC Starting Grant*

PRIMA*

Eccellenza Professorial Fellowship*

Ambizione*

Spark (currently under evaluation)

BRIDGE Proof of Concept*

UZH Entrepreneur-Fellowship*

Marie Skłodowska-Curie Individual Fellowship*

Postdoc.Mobility*

UZH Doc.Mobility*

Suslowa Postdoc Fellowship*

UZH Candoc Grant*

Doc.CH*

Fonds zur Förderung des akademischen Nachwuchses (FAN/UZH Alumni)*

Hochschulmedizin Zürich (HMZ)

URPP

CRPP

NCCR

NRP

BRIDGE Discovery

ERC Advanced Grant*

ERCCore Beneficiary ERC Grants & MSCA Fellowships: Researchers at Swiss host

* Career funding scheme; includes (partly) the applicant's own salary

譬

ERCCore Beneficiary ERC Grants & MSCA Fellowships: Researchers at Swiss host

譬

Marie Skłodowska-Curie Individual Fellowship**

UZH Candoc Grant*

Doc.CH**

UZH Postdoc Grant*

Fonds zur Förderung des akademischen Nachwuchses (FAN/UZH Alumni)*

Suslowa Postdoc Fellowship*

UZH Candoc Grant*

Doc.CH**

UZH Postdoc Grant*
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